Online Availability of Course Readings

Below is a list of books from the First Year and Upper Year Course Reading Lists that are available online. The titles are linked to the online versions, except in the cases of readings found on Quercus. For more information, please email law.ref@utoronto.ca. Last updated September 24, 2020.

First Year Courses

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW – Lee
Canadian Constitutional Law, 5th ed – Emond

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW – Schneiderman
Canadian Constitutional Law, 5th ed – Emond

CONTRACT LAW – Langille
Cases and Materials on Contracts, Waddams, 6th ed – Emond

CONTRACT LAW – Benson
Cases and Materials on Contracts, Waddams, 6th ed – Emond

CRIMINAL LAW – (No prof listed)
Criminal Law, Roach, 7th ed. – Irwin
Criminal Procedure in Canada, Steven Penney et al, 2nd ed – Lexis Advance Quicklaw
Martin’s Annual Criminal Code Pocket ed (Regular edition available on WestlawNext Canada)

TORT LAW – Chapman
Tort Law: Cases and Materials, Weinrib, 5th ed – Emond

TORT LAW – Essert
Tort Law: Cases and Materials, Weinrib, 5th ed – Emond

TORT LAW – Moreau
Tort Law: Cases and Materials, Weinrib, 5th ed – Emond

LEGAL RESEARCH & WRITING – Aidid
McGill Guide – WestlawNext Canada

LEGAL RESEARCH & WRITING – Fish
McGill Guide – WestlawNext Canada

LEGAL RESEARCH & WRITING – Lewsen
McGill Guide – WestlawNext Canada
The Comprehensive Guide to Legal Research, Writing & Analysis, Moira McCarney et al – Emond
Upper Year Courses

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW – Green
Administrative Law in Context, Flood & Sossin, 3rd ed – Emond

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW – Macklin
Administrative law in context, Flood & Sossin, 3rd ed – Emond

BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS – Fadel

CANADIAN MIGRATION LAW – Battista
Immigration and Refugee Law: Cases, Materials, and Commentary, Aiken, 3rd ed - Emond

EVIDENCE LAW – Shaffer
Evidence: A Canadian Casebook, Stewart, 5th ed - Emond

EVIDENCE LAW – Stewart
Evidence: A Canadian Casebook, Stewart, 5th ed - Emond

LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT LAW – Rittich
Labour and Employment Law: Cases, Materials, and Commentary, 9th ed. – Irwin Law

MEDIATION – Jacobs
Mediation: A Comprehensive Guide to Effective Client Advocacy, Simmons – Emond

SECURITIES REGULATION – MacIntosh
Securities Law in Canada: Cases and Commentary, Condon et al., 3rd ed - Emond

TRUSTS – Phillips